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Abstract— This paper proposes a new active power flow 
controller for DC-DC multi active bridge (MAB) converters 
with minimum current point tracking (MCPT) to minimize 
conductive losses. Unlike recent efforts in this area, the 
proposed controller does not require look-up table for 
implementation nor complex non-linear converter 
modelling and is not circuit parameter-dependent. The 
proposed control scheme is also generalized for MAB 
converters with any number of ports and is derived in per 
unit form to enable standard implementation for 
buck/boost/unity-gain operating modes. The proposed 
MCPT algorithm is based on an innovative adaptive 
perturb and observe (P&O) tracking of the minimum 
current point (MCP) on the MAB converter current 
characteristic plane. This MCP is tracked while active 
power regulation is simultaneously achieved based on a 
new phase shift decoupler to enable direct regulation of 
individual port active power. Detailed design procedure of 
the proposed controller is presented and extensive 
simulation is carried out to validate the effectiveness of 
the proposed MCPT closed loop controller. Experimental 
implementation is also provided to substantiate the 
simulation results. 

Index Terms— DC-DC, Minimum current point tracking 
(MCPT), Multi Active Bridge (MAB), Perturb and Observe 
(P&O). 

I. INTRODUCTION

ULTI active bridge (MAB) converters have lately 
gained the attention of researchers as a potential 
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solution for the renewables integration [1]–[5]. MAB is a 
family of multi-port DC-DC converters which has been 
proposed by [6]. It is a generic converter that can comprise 
any number of active bridges (H-bridge) to increase the a 
number of power ports [7]. The main driver for developing 
MAB converters is the need of technology that enables 
integrating of distributed generation and storage into the 
distribution networks. Their main advantages are 
interconnection of several sources with different voltage 
ratings via a single high frequency transformer with adjustable 
turn ratios, zero-voltage switching (ZVS) capability and 
reduced DC-DC conversion stages, which yields a higher 
power density[4][8][9]. 

   Moreover utilising MAB converter can offer integrated 
control design with reduced number of controllers needed 
in multiple-stage configurations based on dual-active-
bridge (DAB) [10], which ensures more stability and 
eliminates the need to study the interaction between 
controllers[4]. In addition, MAB offers cascaded or modular 
configuration capability in case of higher power/voltage 
requirements. On the other hand, when number of H-bridges 
increases, control schemes become very complicated to be 
designed and implemented. As an example, there are 256 
switching states in a quad active bridge converter [7]. In fact, 
with presence of such a high number of states, the normally 
used piecewise linear control methods do not provide 
sufficient insight into the converter operation. 

   Control scheme design for MAB converters has been an 
active research topic since many years. The main research 
areas are performance optimization and decoupling control 
design, which is vital in terms of dealing with the nonlinearity 
and high coupling of powers and phase shifts in MAB 
converters [11]. In [1], power flow decoupling controller has 
been explored for a triple active bridge (TAB) converter, 
which comprises different ports of sources and loads. A closed 
loop control was developed for a dual transformer TAB in [2], 
however coupling via multiple transformers usually leads to 
higher cost and lower power density. A decupling power flow 
management schemes for a quad active bridge (QAB) were 
proposed in [3] for traction application, in [4] for integration 
of distributed generation/storage and in [5] for Aircraft 
network. Decoupling control for a QAB converter has been 
also studied in [12] with a focus on the transformer design and 
efforts to manipulate duty ratios to achieve better efficiency. 
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Reported control schemes in [1]–[5], [12] are not universal for 
n-port MAB converter. Besides, [1], [3]–[5] utilise fixed duty 
ratios, which leads to poor efficiency in light loads and/or DC 
voltage mismatch (i.e.: unmatched voltage amplitudes across 
the transformer sides.). In addition, [1] does not treat ports as 
sources/sinks of power enabling bi-directional power flow at 
any port. Generic modelling of n-port MAB is proposed in [7], 
besides an optimized controller based on Lagrange Multiplier. 
This involved some approximations to simplify and solve the 
highly complicated power transfer equations. This can cause 
inaccuracies and steady state errors in case any deviation 
between the model and the real value. In addition, Lagrange 
Multiplier lacks sufficiency as  the optimization problem is 
non-convex. On the other hand,various control schemes have 
been proposed for MAB converter with only two ports (dual 
active bridge DAB), which is considered as the simplest form 
of MAB structure [13]–[16]. Predictive control and/or optimal 
TPS relations obtained by particle swarm optimization 
(PSO)/Lagrange Multiplier and/or utilizing look-up tables 
have been implemented in literature to operate DAB under 
most suitable (optimal) switching states to improve the 
converter efficiency. However, using similar control strategies 
extracted from two-port (DAB) converters for MAB with high 
number of H-bridges is very challenging and involves 
complicated modeling and/or requires a huge amount of data 
points. 
   From the discussion above, a common drawback can be 
concluded, which is the heavy dependency of controllers on 
complex converter modeling, non-linear equations and circuit 
parameters. In addition, scalability is overlooked, as control 
schemes are often case-specific with regard to either number 
of ports, voltage-power rating and/or unidirectional power 
flow assumption at certain ports. Additionally, there is a lack 
of an implement standard of multiple phase shifting in MAB 
converters. This leads to high current stresses and sub-
optimum operation of converter, particularly: under light load 
or DC voltage mismatch. This explains the need of further 
advances in the modeling and control scheme design for MAB 
converters. This article proposes a universal solution that can 
be applied to active bridge converters with any number of DC 
ports tackling aforementioned challenges without 
compromising on control complexity and challenging real 
time implementation. In this context, this study puts forward a 
scalable bidirectional power flow controller that tracks 
minimum current in MAB converters. The focus of the 
controller is the minimization of copper and conduction losses. 
This is because conduction losses (per device) are dominant 
loss portion compared to switching losses in the widely used 
MOSFET power switches [17] [18]. Plus, conduction and 
copper losses are proportional to the square of the RMS 
current [15]. Like maximum power point tracking (MPPT) 
algorithms [19]–[23], a new adaptation of Perturb &Observer 
(P&O) tracking technique is used for the proposed control 
scheme. P&O algorithms do not necessitate former knowledge 
of the converter features and are straightforward in 
implementation. In this context, there are two major types of 
perturb calculations: fixed-step perturb [20],[21] and adaptive-
step perturb [22], [23]. Since fixed-step perturb suffers from 
several drawbacks in steady state and the perturb value is not 

generic, this paper investigates a new adaptive-step P&O. The 
novel adaptive-step P&O utilizes rate of change of the 
converter’s AC link RMS current by employing a simple PI 
controller for an adaptive perturb generation.  

   The paper is divided into seven sections. The basis for the 
proposed controller defining the DC-DC MAB converter I-V 
characteristic are provided in Section II. The proposed P&O 
minimum current point tracking (MCPT) algorithm is 
demonstrated in Section III. Subsequently, the complete 
closed loop controller design incorporating a new phase shift 
decoupler is stipulated in Section IV. As verification of the 
proposed controller performance, simulation and experimental 
results are presented in section V. Control performance 
evaluation is then presented in section VI, then followed by 
the concluding remarks in section VII. 

 
II. MAB CONVERTER I−V CHARACTERISTICS  

A. Phase shift modulation 

   An n-port MAB converter is comprised of n active-bridge 
modules magnetically coupled through an n-winding HF 
transformer as depicted in Fig. 1. The power flow between any 
two ports is essentially controlled through phase shift 
modulation of the quasi square-wave voltages generated by 
their corresponding active-bridge modules.The modulation 
scheme adopted is the multiple phase shift (MPS),which is an 
extension of triple phase shift (TPS)[14] used for dual active 
bridge (DAB). The degrees of freedom are the bridge i voltage 
duty ratios Di and inter-bridge phase shifts Dij described in 
Fig.2. These control parameters are obtained using classical 
phase shifting of gate signals such that 0 ≤ 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 ≤ 1  and −0.5 ≤
𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ≤ 0.5 where modulation parameters are normalized with 
respect to half the switching period. The equivalent 
fundamental harmonic based representation of the MAB 
bridge voltages are given by (1), where Ki represents the DC 
voltage ratio with respect to a reference bridge (r). The 
inclusion of this ratio enables representation of MAB’s 
different operating modes, such that Ki=1 designates unity-
gain mode and Ki≠1 designates buck/boost mode. 
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Fig. 1: DC-DC MAB Converter with n-ports. 
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Fig. 2: Illustration of multiple phase shift control in MAB. 
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𝜋𝜋
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Such that vi(t) is bridge i AC per unit voltage and, 
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4𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖
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𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 − 𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟
2 � 

Where,    • i=1,2,…,n 
• n is total number of ports in MAB 
• r is reference bridge, Kr=1, Dr r= δr r= 0 
• Ni is transformer number of turns at bridge i 
• Di, Dr and Dri are all defined in Fig.2 

B. I-V Characteristics 
    The definition of the MAB AC current characteristic with 
respect to the bridge voltages are provided within the section. 
On the assumption of non-isolated lossless MAB, the I-V 
characteristics connecting any two active bridges i and j will 
be considered. Accordingly, the equivalent circuit of the MAB 
in Fig.1 is depicted in Fig. 3 [24]. The RMS bridge voltages 
𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅,and 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅given by (2) in per unit (for the quasi square 
waves in Fig. 2) are the independent variables of the proposed 
I−V characteristic. The dependent variable is 
𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅representing the AC link branch current connecting the 
two bridges i and j, as shown in Fig. 3. This is outlined in (3), 
derived using the fundamental harmonic approximation in (1). 

𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖�𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖   𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝,𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖�𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖  𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (2) 

𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = �𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖� = �
𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖 − 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑗𝑗𝜔𝜔𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

� ,      𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = −𝑗𝑗�𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖 − 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖� 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (3) 
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Fig. 3: Equivalent circuit of the MAB converter. 

For the ease of analysis, full range of a single independent 
variable 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 is plotted against the dependent variable 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅at 
an arbitrary operating point characterized by Pij and Kij where, 

𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝛿𝛿𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 − 𝛿𝛿𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖)  𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝,      𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =
𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖
𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖

 (4) 

   The arbitrary operating point selected is Pij=0.25pu and 
Kij=0.5. The output is multiple 2D I-V curves between 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 
and 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 for several discrete values of 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅. This is shown in 
Fig.4(a), where the nonlinear I-V characteristic is clearly 
presented. It can be noted that some ranges on the curves are 
void, which means that the relevant RMS voltages do not 
achieve reference power Pij=0.25pu. To better represent the I-
V characteristic at full range of the independent variables 
(𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅and 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅), a 3D representation is developed as shown 
in Fig.4(b), where 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅and 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅are plotted along the 
horizontal axes, and 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 is plotted along the vertical axis at 
the same arbitrary operating point (Pij=0.25pu and Kij=0.5). 
The I−V characteristic curves broadly applies to any AC link 
branch current Iij in the MAB converter and demonstrates that 
there is only one specific combination of bridge voltages Vi 
and Vj that gives the global minimum current for every 
transferred active power between two bridges Pij,. The 
minimum current point in the AC link branch connecting 
bridges i and j can be achieved by a unique combination of Di 
and Dj at a specific power since 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅and 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅are solely 
dependent on Di and Dj respectively as revealed from (2). The 
remaining degrees of freedom are the inter-bridge phase shift 
angles, which will be used for power flow regulation. 
Consequently, obtaining a unique global optimal combination 
of duty ratios (D1,..Dn) is key to regulate the RMS bridge 
voltages to track minimum current points in all AC link 
branches while simultaneously controlling the active power at 
all ports.    
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III. P&O MCPT ALGORITHM FOR MAB CONVERTERS 

    The individual branch currents Iij connecting ports i and j 
(described in section II-B) are not physically accessible in a 
practical MAB converter shown in Fig. 1. Instead, the AC port 
RMS current IiRMS and power Pi will be utilized as these are 
readily available and can be measured. When IiRMS is 
minimized, each individual branch current IijRMS is minimized 
accordingly, therefore, the I-V characteristic in Fig. 3 is valid 
for minimization of port current IiRMS. It can be deduced from 
Fig.3 that for each port i, IiRMS and Pi can be defined by 

𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = ��(𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)2
𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1
𝑖𝑖≠𝑖𝑖

, 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 = �𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1
𝑖𝑖≠𝑖𝑖

 (5) 

    The search for minimum RMS current point in this I-V 
characteristic curve follows a so-called ‘hill-descent’ profile 
where the initial (and peak) point of this hill corresponds to 
maximum RMS bridge voltages. The proposed ‘hill-descent’ 
P&O-based MCPT is investigated in this section, similar to 
the hill-climb P&O MPPT [22], [23], on the following basis: 
• Perturbing the main control parameter (increment or 

decrement by a certain step size);  
• Monitoring aggregate AC RMS current and active power 

at DC ports before and after the perturbation; 
• Following this, the algorithm would either: keep 

perturbing in the same direction or perturb in the reverse 
direction until MCP is realized. 

A. Perturbation Parameter 
    Identifying the main perturbation parameter is vital to allow 
the application of the hill-descent P&O MCPT algorithm. As 
the analysis in section II-B has revealed, the perturbation 
parameter must be restricted to Di or Dj for the P&O to track 
minimum RMS current in an AC link branch between ports i 
and j. Selecting Di as the P&O perturbation parameter, a 
mathematical relationship can be derived for its corresponding 
value of Dj that would ensure minimum current in this AC link 
branch. Since the global minimum IRMS occurs at equal AC 
RMS voltages [14]; therefore, equating the two RMS voltages 
in (2) implies minimum current would flow between any two 
ports, and hence gives the direct relationship, between the duty 
ratios. 

𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 = �
𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖
𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖
�
2

𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖   (6) 

Generalising for all AC link branches, this necessitates control 
of a single bridge RMS voltage only, while all other active 
bridges would have to maintain and follow the relation in (6). 
For this sake, bridge ‘r’ is chosen as the reference, and 
accordingly Dr will be the main perturbation parameter. In this 
case, (6) is rewritten as 

𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 =

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧ 𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟

𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖2

  1,       𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖  
𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟
𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖2

> 1
    (7) 

Therefore, perturbing Dr while maintaining the relation in (7) 
to calculate remaining duty ratios will lead to the MCP. 
Investigation of Dr as a perturbation parameter is provided 
here for an example Triple Active Bridge (TAB) converter 

(n=3) to verify the effectiveness of perturbing Dr on 
minimizing RMS current. To achieve this, a fixed-step 
perturbation is applied according to the following steps: 

1) Dr=1 (maximum RMS voltage of reference bridge).  
2) Given DC voltage ratios (Ki) for remaining ports (i=1,.,n 

and i≠r), calculate remaining duty ratios using (7). 
3) For desired port powers (P1*…Pn*), use power equations 

(4) and (5) to calculate phase shifts 𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖, i=1,.,n and i≠r 
4) Calculate aggregate AC link RMS current using: 

𝐼𝐼𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = ��(𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)2
𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1

 
 
(8) 

5) Calculate new value of Dr (Dr=Dr(old)−ΔDr), where ΔDr is 
afixed-step perturb of choice, 

6) Repeat steps (2)-(5) and stop when minimum IRMS (MCP) 
is reached.  

    Fig. 5 displays the simulation results, where IRMS maintains 
a ‘hill-descent’ contour when perturbing Dr (r=1). The results 
substantiate that selecting a single duty ratio (i.e. duty ratio of 
reference bridge Dr) as a perturbation parameter leads to 
minimum current point (MCP), while maintaining the desired 
power levels at the constant required rate during the 
perturbation process.  

B. Method of Perturb Calculation 
   The objective of this section is the design of an adaptive-step 
perturb calculator for MAB converter rather than fixed-step to 
enhance dynamic performance. The perturb calculator’s main 
objective is to generate large perturb steps at the beginning of 
the hill-descent to help reach the MCP swiftly, and as moving 
toward the MCP, reduced perturb step sizes are produced to 
avoid unnecessary steady-state oscillations across the MCP. 
On this basis, the proposed adaptive-step perturbs are added or 
subtracted from the former value of the perturbation parameter 
Dr based on variations of aggregate AC RMS current IRMS and 
power Pi. On this basis the PI-based adaptive-step calculator ─ 
depicted in Fig. 6, is developed. 
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Fig. 6: Proposed adaptive-step PI-based dual-perturb calculator. 

   The change in IRMS before and after perturbation will be used 
to calculate adaptive component (ΔDr)I. IRMS is outlined by (8) 
and is defined as the aggregate RMS current of all AC bridges. 
The change in RMS current will be treated as an error signal 
that needs to be minimized using conventional PI controller 
[23]. This will produce (ΔDr)I for tuning the perturbation 
parameter Dr in order to track minimum current. The change 
in RMS current is the difference between two consecutive 
discrete time domain samples within a fixed delay (Td) of m 
sampling instants therefore Td=m/fsamp, where fsamp is the 
sampling frequency. Td allows IRMS to reach steady state after 
perturbation. Note that only (n-1) port powers need regulation, 
as noticed in Fig.6, as P1+P2+…Pn=0 and the nth port power 
will be regulated autonomously to maintain zero net power. 
  Furthermore, to ensure satisfactory active power regulation, 
power transfer needs monitoring during the Dr perturbation. 
This is where the second adaptive component (ΔDr)P is 
introduced to update Dr in response to difference between the 
desired active and measured power at all ports as shown in 
Fig.6. The error signals between the desired and measured port 
powers, defined as 𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒 = ∑ |𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖∗ − 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖|𝑛𝑛−1

𝑖𝑖=1 , will be treated by a PI 
controller (after every perturbation) to produce an adaptive 
perturb (ΔDr)P that minimize this error during perturbation. 
This will actively decouple the effect of Dr perturbation from 
the core active power closed loop controller, which will be 
discussed in section IV. The weight of (ΔDr)I should be higher 
than (ΔDr)P in the perturbation process given that the key aim 
of (ΔD1)P is only to fine-tune Dr provided that a separate 
controller is employed for power regulation. Consequently, the 
boundaries for the perturb components for arbitrary selection 
such that 0≤(ΔDr)I≤0.2pu and 0≤(ΔDr)P≤0.1pu. Concise 
functions of the proposed adaptive-step perturbs are as 
follows:  
• (ΔDr)I: update (correct) Dr in response to the incremental 

or decremental change of IRMS. 
• (ΔDr)P: fine tune Dr to maintain a close-to-zero error in 

active power during the perturbation process and to 
decouple this from the core active power controller. 

C. Hill-Descent P&O Algorithm 

   Starting at Dr=1; the proposed P&O algorithm perturbs Dr 
while monitoring variation of IRMS and power error Pe. Table I 
outlines eight operating conditions considering that sign of 
(ΔDr)I  is negative for decremental change in RMS current and 

is positive for incremental change in RMS current. Careful 
investigation of Table I revels redundancy in these eight 
operating conditions; reduction of these conditions into only 
four conditions is given by (9). Accordingly, Fig.7 illustrates 
the complete proposed hill-descent P&O algorithm. 
Monitoring power error must be done within an acceptable 
value as precise zero tolerance will not facilitate leading to a 
convergent solution. Therefore, a small tolerance in power 
error (PTol=0.005pu) is applied. The proposed hill-descent 
P&O algorithm involves the following implementation steps:  

1. Read IiRMS(k) and power Pi(k)from all ports, where k 
refers to the present sampling instant; 

2. Calculate IRMS(k) using (8); 
3. Calculate adaptive perturb values (ΔDr)I and (ΔDr)P 

using perturb calculator in Fig.6. 
4. (ΔDr)I, (ΔDr)P and Pe(k) in addition to previous values of 

perturbation parameter Dr(k-1) and Dr(k-m) are sent to 
P&O algorithm which determines Dr(k) according to (9) 
and as shown in Fig.7. 

5. Remaining duty ratios are calculated using (7). 
6. Repeat steps (1)-(4). 

 
According to (9), (ΔDr)P  is added to Dr(k) to minimize the 
power error Pe(k), which means that larger Dr(k) lead to 
smaller Pe(k). In order to clarify this, simulation (assuming 
P&O is not used) is performed to show the effect of 
decreasing (perturbing) Dr(k) on Pe(k). When decreasing Dr(K) 
as shown in Fig 8 (a), phase shifts D13 and D12 compensate 
this, in Fig 8(b), to maintain active powers close to reference 
power levels. This continues until phase shifts saturate (D12 
reaching upper limit 0.5pu) at t=0.5s as shown in Fig 8 (b), 
and power error starts to significantly increase as in Fig 8 parts 
(c) and (d). This explains the need to add a positive (ΔDr)P to 
Dr(k) to reduce power error. 

 
TABLE I. Operating conditions of proposed P&O Algorithm 

Condition Action 
1 IRMS(k)>IRMS(k-m) Dr(k-1)>Dr(k-m) 

&Pe(k)≤Ptol 
Decrease Dr Dr(k)=Dr(k-m)-(ΔDr)I 

2 IRMS(k)< IRMS(k-m) Dr(k-1)>Dr(k-m) 
&Pe(k)≤Ptol 

Increase Dr Dr(k)=Dr(k-m)-(ΔDr)I 

3 IRMS(k)>IRMS(k-m) 
 

Dr(k-1)>Dr(k-m) 
&Pe(k)>Ptol 

-Decrease Dr 

-Fine tune Dr to 
minimise Pe 

Dr(k)=Dr(k-m)-(ΔDr)I 

+(ΔDr)P 

4 IRMS(k)< IRMS(k-m) Dr(k-1)>Dr(k-m) 
&Pe(k)>Ptol 

-Increase Dr 

-Fine tune Dr to   
minimise Pe 

Dr(k)=Dr(k-m)-(ΔDr)I               

+(ΔDr)P 

5 IRMS(k)>IRMS(k-m) Dr(k-1)<Dr(k-m) 
&Pe(k)≤Ptol 

Increase Dr Dr(k)=Dr(k-m)+(ΔDr)I 

6 IRMS(k)< IRMS(k-m) Dr(k-1)<Dr(k-m) 
&Pe(k)≤Ptol 

Decrease Dr Dr(k)=Dr(k-m)+(ΔDr)I 

7 IRMS(k)>IRMS(k-m) 
 

Dr(k-1)<Dr(k-m) 
&Pe(k)>Ptol 

-Increase Dr 

-Fine tune Dr to 
minimise Pe  

Dr(k)=Dr(k-m)+(ΔDr)I 

+(ΔDr)P 

8 IRMS(k)< IRMS(k-m) Dr(k-1)<Dr(k-m) 
&Pe(k)>Ptol 

-Decrease Dr 

-Fine tune Dr to 
minimise Pe  

Dr(k)=Dr(k-m)+(ΔDr)I 

+(ΔDr)P   

 

 

𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟(𝑘𝑘) =

⎩
⎨

⎧
𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟(𝑘𝑘 − 𝑚𝑚) + (∆𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟)𝐼𝐼 ,                              [𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒(𝑘𝑘) ≤ 𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 AND 𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟(𝑘𝑘 − 1) < 𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟(𝑘𝑘 − 𝑚𝑚)]
𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟(𝑘𝑘 − 𝑚𝑚) − (∆𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟)𝐼𝐼 ,                              [𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒(𝑘𝑘) ≤ 𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 AND 𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟(𝑘𝑘 − 1) > 𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟(𝑘𝑘 − 𝑚𝑚)]
𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟(𝑘𝑘 −𝑚𝑚) + (∆𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟)𝐼𝐼 + (∆𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟)𝑃𝑃,           [𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒(𝑘𝑘) > 𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 AND 𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟(𝑘𝑘 − 1) < 𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟(𝑘𝑘 − 𝑚𝑚)]
𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟(𝑘𝑘 −𝑚𝑚) − (∆𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟)𝐼𝐼 + (∆𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟)𝑃𝑃,           [𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒(𝑘𝑘) > 𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 AND 𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟(𝑘𝑘 − 1) > 𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟(𝑘𝑘 − 𝑚𝑚)]

 

 

(9) 
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IV. COMPLETE POWER FLOW CONTROLLER DESIGN 
   The P&O MCPT algorithm developed so far can only 
generate local duty ratios (Di…..Dn) for the quasi square wave 
voltage outputs of the individual bridges. Power flow 
regulation has not been addressed yet, as the main control 

variables realizing this are the inter-bridge phase shifts 
(Dri……Drn). The relationship between these inter-bridge 
phase shifts and the corresponding power flows is nonlinear 
and highly coupled. Therefore, in this section, a new phase 
shift decoupler is derived to facilitate power flow regulation. 
The design of the complete controller, including both phase shift 
decoupler and P&O MCPT algorithm, is finally presented. 
 

A. Phase Shift Decoupler 

   The aim of this subsection is to develop a simple and 
scalable phase shift decoupler for MAB converter with any 
number of ports. The coupled nonlinear relationship of phase 
shifts with power at each bridge makes it vital to develop a 
phase shift decoupler to enable utilizing conventional PI 
controllers for power flow regulation. This nonlinear steady 
state equation for port i power (Pi) is derived from (4) and (5) 
using superposition method and assuming unity gain mode at 
all ports (K1=…=Kn=1) and full square wave voltages at the 
bridges (D1=…=Dn=1) to simplify analysis in terms of inter-
bridge phase shifts only (Dri……Drn)  

   𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 =
1
𝑠𝑠 �� Sin 𝜋𝜋(𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 − 𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖)

𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1

� , 𝑠𝑠 = 1,2, … . . ,𝑠𝑠 (10) 

A general linearized form of the power flow characteristics 
can be deduced as outlined by (11) by applying Taylor’s series 
to (10)around equilibrium points𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 = 𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 = 0, for 𝑠𝑠 = 1,2, … . ,𝑠𝑠 

         𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 = � � 𝜕𝜕𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

(𝑎𝑎1 … 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛)� 𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1
 , 𝑠𝑠 = 1,2, … . ,𝑠𝑠                    (11) 

Accordingly, (11) can be re-written as follows: 

                       �
𝑃𝑃1
⋮
𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛
� =

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎡
𝜕𝜕𝑃𝑃1
𝜕𝜕𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟1

⋯ 𝜕𝜕𝑃𝑃1
𝜕𝜕𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
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𝜕𝜕𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟
𝜕𝜕𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟1
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⎤
�
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�                                      (12) 

Re-arranging (12) yields 

�
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Fig. 9: PI-based phase shift decoupling controller  

for MAB converter. 
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However, for power flow control, only (n-1) port powers need 
to be regulated, as the nth port power is regulated 
autonomously to maintain net zero power. A decoupling 
controller is developed based on (13) as shown in Fig. 9 where 
the open loop port powers Pi in (13)are replaced by a closed 
loop regulator of power, where conventional PI controllers are 
deployed to regulate the power error (Pi*-Pi) for each port. 
Port powers for (n-1) ports only are regulated and the port 
power for nth port is derived autonomously based on   

    𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛 = −� 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛−1

𝑖𝑖=1
                               (14) 

   The outcome is a scalable power flow controller that is 
applicable to MAB converter with any number of ports. It 
should be mentioned that the selection of the port where power 
is autonomously (not directly) regulated is based on the port 
most likely to operate with least DC side current Idc. This is to 
save adding a current transducer to measure Idc at this port 
where it may be most prone to pick up measurement noise 
leading to unsatisfactory dynamic response.   

B. Integrated Controller Structure  

   The P&O MCPT algorithm (section III) and the PI-based 
phase shift decoupler (section IV-A) are integrated to realize 
the complete ‘MCPT power flow’ controller as shown in 
Fig.10. The phase shift decoupler performs power flow 
control, while the MCPT algorithm produces optimal duty 
ratios to realize minimum aggregate AC RMS current. The 
controller is generalized for n-ports MAB DC-DC converter 
regardless of power and voltage ratings. In addition, it 
incorporates all possible operating modes; Buck/boost 
(K1≠1and/or K2≠1…Kn≠1) and unity gain (K1=…=Kn=1). In 
unity gain mode the MCPT technique will not be applied as 
the minimum current is obtained at unity duty ratios 
(D1=…=Dn=1) in this case [14]. On the other hand, in 
buck/boost operating mode; the MCPT technique is utilized to 
generate optimal duty ratios (D1…Dn). Inter-bridge phase 
shifts (Dri...Drn) are obtained via the PI-based phase shift 
decoupler in order to regulate power flow. This can be 
implemented via the following steps: 

1) Read measured DC voltages (Vdc1… Vdcn) and currents 
(Idc1… Idc n). Calculate port powers (P1… Pn-1); 

2) Phase shift decoupler regulates port powers (P1…Pn-1) 
against desired power levels (P1*… Pn-1*) to generate 
inter-bridge phase shifts (Dr1...Drn); 

3) Read AC currents (i1… in) and calculate aggregate 
RMS current IRMS; 

4) Calculate the DC voltage ratios (K1….Kn): 
a. For Buck/boost modes (K1≠1and/or…Kn≠1): apply 

MCPT algorithm (i.e.: perturb calculation and P&O 
algorithm depicted in Fig. 7) to generateD1….Dn. 

b. For unity gain mode (K1…Kn=1); duty ratios are 
directly generated D1=…=Dn=1; 

5) Inter-bridge phase shifts and duty ratios from steps 2 
and 4 are then sent to multiple phase shift 
(MPS)switching signal generator.  

6) Repeat steps 1-5. 

V. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION 
   This section presents validation of the proposed controller in 
Fig.10. Both simulation and experimental results are provided 
for a Triple Active Bridge (TAB) converter. The simulations 
and experiments were carried out using the MAB circuit 
parameters in Table II, which refers to the circuit diagram in 
Fig.1. 

TABLE II. PARAMETERS OF CONVERTER 
Parameter value 

DC Voltage of Bridge 1 Vdc1 100V 
DC Voltage of Bridge 2 Vdc2 K2*100V 
DC Voltage of Bridge 3 Vdc3 K3*100V 
Switching Frequency fs 2.5kHz 
Turns ratio N1: N2: N3 1:1:1 
Leakage Inductances L1,L2,L3 0.21mH 
Maximum Power Pmax 1638W 

 
A. Simulation Results 
   Simulation model of the proposed controller in Fig.10 is 
built in MATLAB/Simulink, for TAB converter and results 
are presented for two test scenarios in Fig.11.The controller 
satisfies the required P* at bridges 1,2 and 3 with negligible 
oscillations as shown in Fig.11(c). The aggregate AC RMS 
current, outlined by (8), is shown in Fig.11 (d). The RMS 
currents are benchmarked against minimum RMS current 
(calculated offline) to verify that minimum current is achieved 
by the proposed controller. The offline methodology to 
calculate the minimum IRMS utilizes (1)-(5) to iteratively scan 
through the entire range of phase ratios that achieve the 
reference powers and record the minimum IRMS that satisfies 
those powers. For the test scenarios in Fig.11, it was found out 
that these powers can be achieved where 1.39A ≤ IRMS ≤ 1.71A 
and 1.25A ≤ IRMS ≤ 1.65A respectively, with the proposed 
controller successfully achieving the minimum value in both 
cases. After the initiation point of perturbation at  
D1=…=Dn=1, RMS current starts to decrease as the MCPT 
algorithm approaches the optimal modulation parameters 
achieving negligible oscillation at steady state. It can be seen 
from Fig.11 (c) that active power profile is different than RMS 
current minimization profile in Fig 11 (d), as the power 
reaches steady state very shortly after 5 cycles. RMS current 
minimization profile reflects number of perturbations and 
depends on many factors including boundaries of perturb 
components ─ full evaluation of controller performance is 
discussed later in section VI. The ripples in the power 
waveforms in 0<t<0.3 and 0.6<t<0.9 are due to the continued 
perturbation of duty ratios (D1, D2, D3) ─ as shown in Fig 
11(a), until MCP is reached. This causes the phase shift 
decoupler to update the inter-bridge phase shifts (D12, D13, 
D23) ─ as shown in Fig 11(b), to continuously maintain the 
required power levels (P1

*, P2
*, P3

*). 
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Fig 11: Dynamic Perfromance of Triple Active Bridge Converter Under 
Proposed MCPT Controller with Step Change at K12=0.6, K13=0.4, P1*=0.5 to 
0.25 pu and P2*=-0.2 to 0.15 pu: (a) Duty ratios including Pertrubation 
parameter D1. (b) Phase Shifts D12 and D13. (c) Transferred Power.  
(d) Aggregate AC RMS current. 

B. Experimental Results 
   A low scaled experimental TAB setup is shown in Fig.12 to 
verify the performance of the proposed controller depicted in 
Fig.10 The parameters used for the test rig implementation are 
listed in Table II. Three programmable DC power supplies are 
used with shunt resistors to sink power. MOSFETs IRF250 are 
utilized as the semiconductor switches while the utilized 
microcontroller is CY8C5888LTI-LP097 PSoC 5LP. The 
currents and voltages are fedback to the microcontroller using 
LEM LA55-P and LEM LV25-P hall-effect transducers. 
    The experimental results in Fig.13 and Fig.14 demonstrate a 
steady state performance comparison between the proposed 
controller and phase-shifted control [1], [11] at two operating 
points. The AC voltages (v1, v2, v3, i1, i2, i3) in addition to the 
AC RMS current readings are show in Figs 13 & 14. 
Calculated aggregate RMS current IRMS (A) are shown (at 
bottom of Figs 13 and 14) as performance indicator. The IRMS 
with and without the proposed technique clearly demonstrates 
the effectiveness of the controller. In test scenarios of Figs.13 
and 14; power levels can be achieved such that 10.36A≤ IRMS ≤ 
12.89A and 9.81A≤ IRMS ≤12.76A respectively. The relative 
deviation between experimental IRMS (with the proposed 
controller) and the benchmark minimum values are 2.64% and 
3.24% in test scenarios shown in Figs 13(b) & 14(b) 
respectively. The deviation is mainly due to component 
parasitics and real time measurements affected by noise and 
measurement errors. This confirms the effectiveness of the 
proposed controller in experiment. Note that the benchmark 

minimum IRMS are iteratively calculated offline utilizing the 
same procedure mentioned in section V-A.  
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Fig. 12: Experimental test rig for TAB converter. 
 

In order to demonstrate system dynamics under proposed 
scheme, the full profile of experimental RMS currents is 
depicted in Fig 15 for Triple active bridge corresponding to test 
scenario (in Fig 13) at K2=0.6 & K3=0.4, P1*=0.5pu (408W), 
P2*=-0.2pu (-164W), P3=-0.3pu (-244W). Furthermore, to 
illustrate the experimental performance of controller at step 
load change, Fig 16 show active powers P1, P2 and P3 (P3=-P1-
P2) calculated from experimental DC currents and DC voltages 
at ports 1, 2 and 3. After load change, proposed MCPT 
controller resets and instantaneously achieves active powers.  
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                                               (a)                                                             (b) 

Fig. 13: Steady state experimental performance of TAB Converter under 
proposed controller with K2=0.6 & K3=0.4, P1*=0.5pu (408W), P2*=-0.2pu (-
164W), P3=-0.3pu (-244W): (a)Without proposed P&O controller[1], [11]  (b) 
With proposed P&O controller. 
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Fig. 14: Steady state experimental performance of TAB Converter under 
proposed controller with K2=0.6 & K3=0.4, P1*=0.15pu(123W), P2*=-0.3pu (-
245W), P3=0.15pu (122W): (a)Without proposed P&O controller[1], [11]  (b) 
With proposed P&O controller. 
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Fig 15: Full experimental RMS current profile in triple active bridge under 
proposed controller at K2=0.6 & K3=0.4, P1*=0.5pu(408W), P2*=-0.2pu (-
164W), P3=-0.3pu(-244W) ─ corresponding to Fig 13. 
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Fig 16: DC Powers calculated from Experimental rig for triple active bridge 
under proposed controller at K2=0.6 & K3=0.4 with load change from 
P1*=0.5pu(408W) to 0.25 pu(204) and P2*=-0.2pu(-164W) to 0.15 
pu(122W). 

 
VI. CONTROLLER PERFORMANCE EVALUATION  

   In this section, full evaluation of the proposed controller 
performance is provided. Evaluation is divided into three main 
aspects: 

a) Accuracy in power flow control ─ is high with a 
negligible power error of |Pe|≤0.005pu at steady state, 
and an instantaneous power error during perturbation 
where |Pe|≤0.053pu as shown in Fig 17 such that (𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒)𝑖𝑖 =
𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖∗ − 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖. 

b) Accuracy in achieving global minimum RMS currents ─ 
is high as discussed in section V (A,B). 

c) Time cost ─ is sufficient compared to phase-shifted 
control [1], [11] such that the proposed controller 
achieves desired power with a rise time tr of 5 cycles (at 
2500Hz) as shown in Fig 18. 

 

   For further verification of the effectiveness of the controller, 
comparative efficiency curves are shown in Fig 19 for a TAB 
converter between control schemes in [11], [12] and the 
proposed controller. The efficiency is presented at all per unit 
power levels at bridge 1 and equally distributed power at 
bridges 2 and 3 (P2=P3=-0.5P1) with non-unity voltage gains 
being K2=0.4 & K3=0.6. Advantages of the proposed scheme in 
comparison with other existing control schemes are summarised 
in Table III. 

   Other aspects of technical evaluation for the proposed 
scheme are as follows: 

a) Compared to conventional control schemes, the only 
additional sensor needed for the proposed controller 
(per bridge) is the ac-side current sensor. Taking into 
consideration the advantages of the proposed controller 
(described in Table III) the cost of the additional sensor 
would be justified. 

b) Full ZVS operation is not guaranteed such that under 
proposed control scheme two bridges of a TAB converter 
operate in ZVS while the third bridge might lose ZVS 
operation. Fig 20 shows the region of partial ZVS (ZVS 
in two bridges) against minimum current points achieved 
under proposed controller in a TAB converter over the 
entire power range and non-unity DC voltage mismatch. 

c) The minimum RMS current is not achieved with similar 
profile compared to power flow control. This specifically 
occurs when the optimal D’s are far from initiation point 
D1=…=Dn=1 (at light load and high DC voltage ratios). 
This also depends on the boundaries of perturb 
components (ΔDr)P & (ΔDr)I. Increasing these boundaries 
would rapid up RMS current minimization but will cause 
series steady state oscillations. However, the RMS 
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Fig 17: Error in power transfer in Triple Active Bridge 
Converter Under Proposed MCPT Controller with Step 
Change at K2=0.6, K3=0.4, P1*=0.5 to 0.25 pu and P2*=-
0.2 to 0.15 pu. 

 

         Table III: Advantages of the proposed scheme in comparison with other existing control schemes. 

              Reference 
Criteria 

[1] [7] 

 

[11] [12] Proposed 
Scheme 

Controller Complexity (Amount of 
offline calculations, Modelling & 
optimization complexity…etc ) 

Medium High Medium Medium Low 

Controller Dependency on converter 
modelling 

Yes Yes Yes Yes No 

Controller Robustness to System 
Parameters Variation 

No No No No Yes 

Controller Independence of Bridge 
Topologies (half-bridge, full-bridge, 

multi-level….etc). 

No No No No Yes 

Controller Applicability for N-port 
MAB Converters 

No Yes No No Yes 

Controller Dependency on Look-up 
Table for Implementation 

Yes Yes No No No 

Conversion Efficiency in MAB 
converter 

Medium Low Medium Low High 
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current profile does not affect the performance of the 
proposed controller in power flow regulation in terms of 
instantaneous control requirement and steady state power 
error ─ as discussed above. This is thanks to the adaptive 
perturb (ΔDr)P that minimize the power error during 
perturbation, hence actively decouple the effect of Dr 
perturbation from the embedded power controller (Fig 9).  

VII. CONCLUSION 
A new power regulation controller − incorporating a novel 
scheme that tracks minimum RMS current to minimize 
conductive losses, has been proposed for multi active bridge 
(MAB) DC−DC converter. The existence of a global 
minimum current for every transferred active power level 
between the DC ports were established from the MAB I-V 
characteristic. The proposed P&O algorithm tracks minimum 
current point and is combined with a closed loop phase shift 
decoupler for active power regulation. Unlike existing efforts 
in this field, the proposed controller is universal, independent 
of circuit parameters. In addition, the controller design does 
not prerequisite cumbersome converter modelling. The 
effectiveness and potential of the proposed controller were 
verified through simulations and an experimental test rig. 
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